
           Doc No: 0002 
             July 28, 2021 
To:  All Dinex Customer’s / Sales Rep’s 

From:  Product Management, Dinex USA 

Subject: EPA10, EPA14 & EPA17 PACCAR NOx SENSORS PART NUMBER CHOOSING 

Following the most recent Paccar software update, Dinex part # 5EL008 will no longer be operative for EPA13/ EPA 17 trucks. 

OE part # 2006246PE NOx sensor has been superseded to OE part # 2236409PE.  Although this supersession is valid through the 
Paccar program, preceding back to OE part # 2006246PE (cross reference Dinex part # 5EL008) is no longer an option for EPA13/ 
EPA17 Paccar trucks. 

2006246PE (Dinex # 5EL008) is valid for EPA10 Trucks (2010-2012). 
2236409PE is valid for EPA13/17 trucks (2013-Present year) *No Dinex equivalent NOx sensor available currently. 
 
Dinex is currently in process of developing the new version of the NOx sensor, which will then be applicable for EPA13 / EPA17 
trucks. 

We have added Continental Cross references to all our marketing/sales information in relation to NOx sensors and we highly 
recommend you use this cross reference as the best way to choose the correct Dinex Part number. 

 

 

 



 

This is due to the fact that on some sensors the OE specification has been updated but the OE Part number has not changed. The 
underlying Continental reference has changed on these newer versions and therefore using Continental part numbers as your primary 
cross reference is the best way to ensure correct functionality. 

 

In the below picture you can see where on the OEM NOx sensors you can find the Continental reference number. 

 

We are working hard to add the latest specification OEM parts to our portfolio as quickly as possible and will update all marketing/sales 
information to reflect those newer versions and corresponding additional Continental cross references as soon as possible. 

If you have any further queries, please contact technical support. 

Trevor Barwick 
Phone: 478-772-5232 
Mobile: 478-278-6196 
E-mail: tba@dinexemission.com  
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